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MotivationMotivation

Background (e.g. biomedicine):Background (e.g. biomedicine):

Rapidly accumulating heterogeneous dataRapidly accumulating heterogeneous data

Uncertain (statistical) sourcesUncertain (statistical) sources
�� Clinical observationsClinical observations

�� Gene activity measurementsGene activity measurements

�� ExpertExpert--defined modelsdefined models

Factual knowledgeFactual knowledge
�� Domain ontologiesDomain ontologies

�� NaturalNatural--language publicationslanguage publications

Goal:Goal:

�� FusionFusion
publicationsontologies

statistical

data

integratedintegrated

knowledge baseknowledge base



The model class: Bayesian networksThe model class: Bayesian networks

�� directed acyclic graph (DAG)directed acyclic graph (DAG)
�� nodes nodes –– domain entitiesdomain entities

�� edges edges –– direct probabilistic relationsdirect probabilistic relations

�� conditional probability models P(X|Pa(X))conditional probability models P(X|Pa(X))

�� interpretations:interpretations:

effective

representation

of the distribution
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DAG structure:DAG structure:DAG structure:DAG structure:

dependency mapdependency mapdependency mapdependency map

(d(d(d(d----separationseparationseparationseparation))))

edges:edges:edges:edges:

direct causaldirect causaldirect causaldirect causal

relationsrelationsrelationsrelations



Bayesian statistics and inferenceBayesian statistics and inference

Knowledge representation:Knowledge representation:

�� set of models (feature values)set of models (feature values)

�� distribution over themdistribution over them

Learning (pLearning (predictiveredictive inference):inference):

PParametricarametric inference:inference:

application: feature learningapplication: feature learning

�� Practical methods: MCMC Practical methods: MCMC ((MarkovMarkov ChainChain MonteMonte CarloCarlo) ) samplingsampling
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InterestingInteresting Bayesian networkBayesian network featuresfeatures

Levels of model features/posteriors:Levels of model features/posteriors:

�� full structures/DAGsfull structures/DAGs

�� Markov Blanket Graphs (MBGs)Markov Blanket Graphs (MBGs)
�� (1) parents of the node,(1) parents of the node,
(2) its children,(2) its children,
(3) parents of the children(3) parents of the children

�� Markov Blankets (MBs)Markov Blankets (MBs)
�� the set of nodes which probabilisticallythe set of nodes which probabilistically
isolate the target from the rest of the modelisolate the target from the rest of the model

�� Markov Blanket Membership (MBM)Markov Blanket Membership (MBM)

�� directed edgesdirected edges

Motivations:Motivations:

�� simpler (lowersimpler (lower--level) features are easier to learnlevel) features are easier to learn



Basics of MCMC methodsBasics of MCMC methods I.I.

Goal:Goal:

�� approximating the fullapproximating the full--scale summation/integral with scale summation/integral with 

an average over an average over DAGsDAGs

�� DAGDAG--MCMC MCMC algorithm:algorithm:

�� random walk in the space of DAGsrandom walk in the space of DAGs

�� evaluating the feature for the visited modelsevaluating the feature for the visited models

�� approximating the distribution with the sample / calculating approximating the distribution with the sample / calculating 

averageaverage
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�� OrderingOrdering--based MCMC algorithmbased MCMC algorithm

�� Random walk in the space of variable orderingsRandom walk in the space of variable orderings

Basics of MCMC methodsBasics of MCMC methods II.II.
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Fusion of factual knowledge and Fusion of factual knowledge and 

complex posteriorscomplex posteriors
�� uncertain (statistical) uncertain (statistical) 

inferenceinference

�� clinical/gene measurement clinical/gene measurement 

datadata

�� statistics of publicationsstatistics of publications

�� factual factual knowledgeknowledge

�� ontologiesontologies

�� metameta--data of publications data of publications 

(authors, publication year; (authors, publication year; 

concept occurrence)concept occurrence)

statistical data

publications

expertise

??



Earlier works Earlier works ––

firstfirst--order probabilistic logicorder probabilistic logic
J. Y. Halpern. 1990. An analysis of first-order logics of probability.
�� distribution over possible worldsdistribution over possible worlds

�� distribution over possible objectsdistribution over possible objects

Practical approaches:Practical approaches:

�� KnowledgeKnowledge--based model constructionbased model construction
M. P. Wellman, J. S. Breese and R. P. Goldman. 1992. From knowledge bases to decision 
models.

�� Relational Bayesian networksRelational Bayesian networks
M. Jaeger. 1997. Relational Bayesian networks.

� Bayesian logic programs
K. Kersting, and L. de Raedt. 2000. Bayesian logic programs.

� Stochastic logic programs
S. H. Muggleton. 2001. Stochastic logic programs.

�� Bayesian logicBayesian logic
B. Milch, B. Marthi, and S. Russell. 2004. Blog: Relational modeling with unknown objects.

�� Markov logicMarkov logic
P. Domingos and M. Richardson. 2006. Markov logic networks.

� Overview
Nicos Angelopoulos and James Cussens. 2006. Bayesian learning of Bayesian networks with 
informative priors.



Probabilistic AnnotatedProbabilistic Annotated

Bayesian Network Knowledge BasesBayesian Network Knowledge Bases

(PABN(PABN--KBs)KBs)Model elements:Model elements:

�� Bayesian networksBayesian networks
�� uncertain partuncertain part

�� probabilistic relationsprobabilistic relations

�� Textual/xml Textual/xml 
annotationsannotations
�� basic description of basic description of 
entitiesentities

�� mapping model mapping model 
elements to elements to „„outerouter””
knowledge sourcesknowledge sources

�� Factual knowledge Factual knowledge 
basesbases
logical relations among logical relations among 
objectsobjects

txt..

txt..

probabilistic

knowledge base (pKB)

P(G|D)

logic

knowledge base (lKB)

factual statements



The FOPL languageThe FOPL language
Language elements:Language elements:

�� Bayesian networks Bayesian networks –– possible worldspossible worlds

�� distribution over modelsdistribution over models

�� factual knowledge sourcesfactual knowledge sources

�� predicates:predicates:
�� inherited from the factual partinherited from the factual part

�� dependence (structural) relations of model elements (nodes)dependence (structural) relations of model elements (nodes)

�� logic operatorslogic operators
��

�� semantics (probability of a sentence):semantics (probability of a sentence):
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A BN oriented FOPL languageA BN oriented FOPL language

Predicates about structural relations of nodesPredicates about structural relations of nodes

�� directed edgedirected edge

�� directed pathdirected path

�� MBM MBM –– Markov blanket membershipMarkov blanket membership

�� parental setparental set

�� MB MB –– Markov blanket setMarkov blanket set

�� MBG MBG –– Markov blanket graphMarkov blanket graph



A BN oriented FOPL KBA BN oriented FOPL KB

KB elements:KB elements:

�� set of Bayesian networksset of Bayesian networks

�� prior distribution over themprior distribution over them

�� annotations: nodes annotations: nodes �� ontology entitiesontology entities

concepts in articlesconcepts in articles

�� publication repositorypublication repository

�� ontologies like GOontologies like GO



FOPL query examplesFOPL query examples
Basics:Basics:

„„What is the Markov blanket of variable What is the Markov blanket of variable ‘‘XX’’??””

Involving annotations:Involving annotations:

„„What is the probability that the Markov blanket of What is the probability that the Markov blanket of ‘‘XX’’ will will 
contain variablescontain variables from a certain class?from a certain class?””

Involving the logic knowledge base:Involving the logic knowledge base:

„„What is the probability that every concept in the Markov blanketWhat is the probability that every concept in the Markov blanket
of  of  ‘‘XX’’ appears in one publication?appears in one publication?””
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Feature subset selection and its Feature subset selection and its 

generalizationsgeneralizations I.I.

Feature subset selection (FSS)Feature subset selection (FSS)

�� AA relevant subset of features relevant subset of features 

�� TTwowo main approaches:main approaches:

1.1. Wrappers (score function)Wrappers (score function)

2.2. Filters (conditional distribution of target variables)Filters (conditional distribution of target variables)



Feature Feature SSubgraphubgraph SSelection (FSG)election (FSG)

�� IdentificationIdentification ofof thethe relevantrelevant subgraphsubgraph ::

�� RelevantRelevant subsetsubset ofof featuresfeatures

�� DependencyDependency betweenbetween themthem

Most Most ProbableProbable SentenceSentence (MPS)(MPS)

�� Not enough data to select a feature withNot enough data to select a feature with aa

dominant posteriordominant posterior

�� Multiple selection : K best features Multiple selection : K best features 

Feature subset selection and its Feature subset selection and its 

generalizationsgeneralizations II.II.



The The „„Most Probable SentencesMost Probable Sentences””

problemproblem

Given: a set of sentences of interest Given: a set of sentences of interest –– target settarget set

Task: find the N highestTask: find the N highest--scoring (those of highest scoring (those of highest 

probability) onesprobability) ones

E.g.: E.g.: „„find the N most probable MBM sets of variable Xfind the N most probable MBM sets of variable X””



SearchSearch--andand--estimate schemesestimate schemes

Exhaustive enumeration of DAGs:Exhaustive enumeration of DAGs:

�� for each possible DAG: evaluate target for each possible DAG: evaluate target 

sentencessentences

�� calculate the probability of each sentence oncalculate the probability of each sentence on--

thethe--fly (sum the probability of the models in fly (sum the probability of the models in 

which the sentence is true)which the sentence is true)

Theoretical solution used for testingTheoretical solution used for testing



MCMC samplingMCMC sampling
�� MCMC random walk over DAGsMCMC random walk over DAGs

�� for each visited DAG:for each visited DAG:
find true sentences / groundingsfind true sentences / groundings

�� update their probabilities:update their probabilities:

listMPS = [];listMPS = [];

while( ! MCMC.hasConverged() ){while( ! MCMC.hasConverged() ){

model = MCMC.nextModel();model = MCMC.nextModel();

listNewS = PLEngine.evaluatePredicate(query, model);listNewS = PLEngine.evaluatePredicate(query, model);

listMPS.insert(listNewS);listMPS.insert(listNewS);

}}

listMPS.orderBy(prob);listMPS.orderBy(prob);

listMPS.truncate(N);listMPS.truncate(N);

return listMPS;return listMPS;
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The implemented frameworkThe implemented framework

pKB logic knowledge bases (lKB)

GO

DB

PubMed

DB

wrapper wrapper

theorem

prover

search

-and-

estimate

module

MCMC

engine
stored

samples

starting

model
statistical

data

predicates 

about models

truth 

values

Prolog/SQL

interface

MySQL

engine

SWI Prolog

engine

RESULTS
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Application domain Application domain –– I.I.

Rheumatoid arthritis Rheumatoid arthritis 

Statistical data:Statistical data:

�� clinical observationsclinical observations

�� age, age, ……

�� gendergender

�� received curesreceived cures

�� gene measurementsgene measurements::

single nucleotide single nucleotide 

polymorphisms (SNP)polymorphisms (SNP)

Logic knowledge:Logic knowledge:

�� SNP databaseSNP database



�� moderate number of clinical variables (in the range of 50) moderate number of clinical variables (in the range of 50) 

�� hundreds of genotypic SNP variables for each patient hundreds of genotypic SNP variables for each patient 

�� thousands of gene expression measurements thousands of gene expression measurements 

E.g.: Asthma E.g.: Asthma 

�� Complex disease mechanismComplex disease mechanism

�� Half of the patients do not respond well to current treatmentsHalf of the patients do not respond well to current treatments

�� Unknown pathways in the asthmatic processUnknown pathways in the asthmatic process

Application domain Application domain –– II.II.

GenomeGenome Wide Wide AssociationAssociation StudiesStudies



The The multilevelmultilevel

structurestructure ofof

GWASGWAS

SNPs

Haplotype
blocks

Genes

Proteins

Pathways

Clinical 
factors

Haplotype

prediction

Protein 

structure

prediction

Personalized

medicine

Logical

knowledge

base

statistical

data
lKB pKB

FOL-KB



FOPL query examplesFOPL query examples

„„What is the probability that a given SNP What is the probability that a given SNP ‘‘XX’’ influences influences 
certain encoding genes Ycertain encoding genes Y11,Y,Y22 that have an effect on that have an effect on 

certain symptoms of asthma Scertain symptoms of asthma S11,S,S22,S,S33??””

„„What is the probability that a SNP directly influences the What is the probability that a SNP directly influences the 
structure of a certain protein, which modifies the structure of a certain protein, which modifies the 

„„pathwaypathway”” (the process of the disease), which in turn (the process of the disease), which in turn 
results in a change of the phenotype (some clinical results in a change of the phenotype (some clinical 

variable)?variable)?””
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SummarySummary

Goal:Goal:

FFusionusion of expertise, data and factual/textual of expertise, data and factual/textual 

domain knowledge within a firstdomain knowledge within a first--order logicorder logic

Implemented:Implemented:

Bayesian fusion of a complex posterior over Bayesian fusion of a complex posterior over 

BNs (causal models) and domain literatureBNs (causal models) and domain literature



Future workFuture work

�� Extending the model representationExtending the model representation

�� HHierarchicierarchic Bayesian networksBayesian networks

�� DDescribingescribing priors by graphpriors by graph--grammarsgrammars


